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Abstract

There is a lack of data on the statistical properties of the sound pressure level fluctuations which are caused by uncertainties in source/receiver heights, range, ground conditions and atmospheric effects. This paper contributes to this knowledge gap through statistical analysis of the atmospheric effects on sound pressure levels performed with a Green’s function parabolic equation and turbulence scattering models. The probability density functions for the sound pressure level relative to free field propagation are calculated for the source and receiver close to the ground, up to 1 km propagation distance, for typical annual meteorological conditions and two types of ground. It is found that the ground type and refractive state of the atmosphere have a pronounced effect on the probability distribution. Under some conditions and at some frequency intervals, distributions can be remarkably similar. Furthermore, accounting for meteorological effects become increasingly important with range when predicting sound pressure level distributions. This work contributes to a better understanding of the role of uncertainties in outdoor sound propagation that might serve for improved accuracy of statistical source localisation and characterisation methods based on parameter inversion.
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1. Introduction

There has been works on uncertainties in outdoor sound propagation which suggest that they are significantly affected by the ground effect, source and receiver height, range and atmospheric conditions. The effects of these uncertainties are described in Ref. [1]. More recent works attempted to quantify the important role of uncertainties in outdoor sound propagation prediction and described a variety of methods for quantifying the impacts of these uncertainties [2]. However, there is still a lack of statistical data obtained via simulation [3] or experimental work [4]. Although more work has been done through numerical simulations to study the effect of uncertainties on sound propagation in a non-moving homogeneous atmosphere over an impedance ground [5], there are still open questions remaining to be answered.

These questions are: (i) *When does it make sense to use complex prediction models to obtain accurate statistics which account for atmospheric effects?* (ii) *Are there some atmospheric conditions when the uncertainty is too great to capture acoustic data accurately with a complex prediction model?* (iii) *Which are the key parameters which dominate the uncertainty in the predicted sound pressure level?*

This paper attempts to answer the above questions using the Green’s function parabolic equation (GFPE) model [6] which is combined with an engineering turbulence model to determine the probability density functions for the sound pressure levels relative to free field sound propagation, determined for a representative range of geometrical, ground and atmospheric conditions. Coupling outdoor sound propagation models with detailed weather data has been performed before [7][8][9], but not for the specific purpose of drawing probability density functions. These results will be compared with those obtained for a still and homogeneous atmosphere, i.e. the instance which it is easy to predict with a relatively simple and very computationally efficient model [5].

A key motivation for this work is the source localization in the presence of meteorological and ground uncertainties. There are a number of applications for this work. Gun detection is of obvious importance in defence applications, yet it is still an understudied area particularly in the case of large-scale outdoor situations. Another application is the localization of industrial sources of environmental noise particular those which bring annoyance into adjacent residential areas. There is also a clear need to separate sources of sounds to understand and to design positive soundscapes in outdoor environments. All these applications require good understanding of the potential for the sound pressure level variability across the spectrum of audible frequencies and its relation to the uncertainties in the propagation path.

This paper is organised in the following manner. Section 2 details the research methodology, the numerical model and the meteorological data that was used. Section 3 describes the results. Section 4 summarises the findings of this study.
2. Research methods

Data on the atmospheric conditions used in this work are based on historical weather information collected from a meteorological tower near the city of Mol, in Belgium, for the year 1997. The meteorological data contains 10-minute averages of wind speed (at 24m, 48m, 69m, 78m, and 114m above the ground) and air temperature (8m, 24m, 48m, 78m, and 114m). Sound propagation in the dominant downwind direction was considered.
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**Figure 1:** Scatter plot of the coefficients $a_{\log}$ against $a_{\text{lin}}$ for experimentally collected data (grey open circles) of size $N = 40740$. It is used to select 1000 data points (yellow circles) to run GFPE simulation. The black filled circles represent the classified $a_{\log}$-$a_{\text{lin}}$ pairs, where the radius is proportional to the occurrence in each class.

Only 10-minute averaged data with complete meteorological observations were used, which was 77.5% of the total number of records in the dataset. From this dataset 1000 cases were randomly drawn without replication (see Fig. 1). The height-dependent effective sound speed $c_{\text{eff}}$ was then calculated using air temperature, wind speed and wind direction:

$$c_{\text{eff}}(z) = \sqrt{\kappa RT(z)} + u_{SR}(z), \quad (1)$$

with $z$ the height above the ground, $\kappa$ is the ratio of the specific heat capacities at constant pressure and constant volume (which is 1.4 for air), $R$ is the gas constant of dry air (287 J/(kg K)) and $T(z)$ is the height-dependent air temperature. The wind speed profile along the source-receiver line is given by $u_{SR}(z)$, and has a positive sign for downwind propagation, a negative sign for upwind propagation, and becomes zero in case of cross-wind.

A linear-logarithmical (effective) sound speed curve was fitted on the measured data:

$$c_{\text{eff}} = a_0 + a_{\text{lin}} z + a_{\log} \log\left(\frac{z + z_0}{z_0}\right), \quad (2)$$
Parameter $a_0$ is the sound speed ($\text{ms}^{-1}$) at $z = 0$ m, the coefficients $a_{\ln}$ and $a_{\log}$ can be related to the physical parameters of theoretical-empirical flux-profile relationships for flat and homogeneous terrain [10]. This type of profile as in eq. (2) was found to provide very good fits on meteorological tower data [9][11]. A roughness height of $z_0 = 0.2$ m is appropriate for the surroundings of the meteorological tower.

The coefficients $a_{\ln}$ and $a_{\log}$ in eq. (2) were obtained by fitting the meteorological observations. The values of these coefficients used in this study are shown as the smaller circles in Fig. 1. Sound propagation from a point source under these meteorological conditions over flat ground was simulated with the 2D axi-symmetric Green’s function parabolic equation method (GFPE). The GFPE is a well-established directional wave-based model, accounting in high detail for refracting atmospheres in the presence of an impedance ground plane. Detailed information on the model, parameter settings and example applications of this model can be found elsewhere [6][9][12].

For the simulations presented in this paper, a range-independent sound speed profile and a range-independent ground impedance was considered to predict $\text{SPL}_{\text{reff, no sc}}$, which is the sound pressure level relative to free field propagation accounting for the presence of refraction and ground, but in absence of turbulent scattering. This indicator is the negative of the so-called “excess attenuation” [1]. In the case of upward refracting atmospheres, or when pronounced destructive interference dips in the sound pressure level spectra are predicted, unrealistic low sound pressure levels are usually obtained when neglecting scattering by a turbulent atmosphere. Based solely on the previously described meteorological tower data, by using horizontal wind speed and air temperature profiles, estimating the turbulent state of the atmosphere becomes unreliable. Therefore, the ERA5 database [13] was consulted, providing hourly estimates of a wide range of atmospheric parameters allowing estimates of the turbulence strength. This so-called re-analysis data is available at a spatial resolution of 30 km by 30 km. The closest point to the tower was consequently selected. From this database, the surface heat flux $Q_H$, surface temperature $T_s$ and friction velocity $u_*$ were retrieved at the corresponding moments of the 1000 draws from the meteorological tower measurements. These parameters allow calculating the Monin-Obukhov length $L_{MO}$ [14]:

$$L_{MO} = -\frac{u_*^2 T_s \rho_0 c_p}{g k_v Q_H}$$ #(3)

where $g$ is the gravitational acceleration ($9.81 \text{ m/s}^2$), $c_p$ is the heat capacity of air at constant pressure (1000 J/kg), $\rho_0$ is the density of air (1.2 kg/m$^3$), and $k_v$ the von Karman constant for air (0.4).

The temperature scale $T$, can be calculated as follows [14]:

$$T_* = -\frac{Q_H}{u_* \rho_0 c_p}$$ #(4)
In the atmospheric surface layer, air temperature fluctuations can be described by its variance $\sigma_T^2$ and related length scale $L_T$, using following empirical expressions [14][15]:

$$\sigma_T^2(z) = T_0^2 \frac{4}{\left[1 + 10 \left(-\frac{z}{L_MO}\right)^\frac{3}{5}\right]^2}, \text{(5)}$$

$$L_T(z) = 2z \frac{1 + 7 \left(-\frac{z}{L_MO}\right)}{\left[1 + 10 \left(-\frac{z}{L_MO}\right)\right]}, \text{(6)}$$

In case of shear dominated surface layer turbulence, the variance of the horizontal component of the wind speed $\sigma_v^2$ and its length scale $L_v$ can be approached as follows [14]:

$$\sigma_v^2(z) = 3u_0^2, \text{(7)}$$

$$L_v(z) = 1.8z. \text{(8)}$$

Equations (5)-(8) allow estimating the so-called structure parameters for temperature ($C_T^2$) and velocity ($C_v^2$) using Kolmogorov’s statistical representation of a turbulent atmosphere in the inertial subrange [14]:

$$C_T^2 = \frac{3\Gamma\left(\frac{5}{6}\right)}{\pi^2} \frac{\sigma_T^2}{L_T^2}, \text{(9)}$$

$$C_v^2 = \frac{3\Gamma\left(\frac{5}{6}\right)}{\pi^2} \frac{\sigma_v^2}{L_v^2}, \text{(10)}$$

where $\Gamma$ denotes the gamma function. For a more complete description of the theoretical and empirical equations shown above, including their validity ranges, the reader is referred to Ref. [14].

Although the GFPE model allows for explicitly modelling turbulent realisations by perturbing sound speed profiles [6], a large number of such realisations (typically at least 30-50) are needed to end up with energetically averaged and converged levels, blowing up computational efforts.

Instead, it was chosen to correct the sound pressure levels in a refracting atmosphere that neglect turbulent scattering. One possibility is to add a scattering contribution [16][17]:

$$SPL_{\text{reff,sc}} = 25 + 10 \log_{10} \gamma_T + 3 \log_{10} \frac{\omega}{1000} + 10 \log_{10} \frac{d}{1000}, \text{(11)}$$

where $\omega$ is sound frequency, $d$ is the source-receiver separation, and $\gamma_T$ is a measure of the turbulence strength. The latter is a combination of the structure parameters predicted by Eq. (9) and Eq. (10):
Finally, the sound pressure levels relative to free field in a refracting atmosphere can be corrected for turbulent scattering in the following way:

$$\gamma_T = \left( \frac{C_T}{T_0} \right)^2 + \frac{22}{3} \left( \frac{C_w}{c_0} \right)^2 . \#(12)$$

The above equations enabled us to simplify the highly complex case of scattering of sound by a turbulent atmosphere and to moderate unrealistically low levels of the sound pressure level, $SPL_{refF, no sc}$. At the same time, the temporal variation in atmospheric turbulence strength and its link with the sound speed profile (see Eq. (2)) is kept. Given the different time scales of data availability, successive 10-minute sound speed profiles will be assigned the same hourly turbulent scattering strength.

Although the Kolmogorov model assumes isotropic and statistically homogeneous turbulence [14], spatially coarse atmospheric turbulence parameters were used [13], and an engineering turbulent scattering model was used [16][17], it allows to at least discriminate between atmospheres with weak and strong turbulent scattering. This potentially has a significant influence on the tails of the sound pressure level distributions.

Figs. 2 and 3, as an example, show the sound pressure level spectra predicted with eq. (13) for strong and weak turbulence scattering, respectively. The predictions without scattering, $SPL_{refF, no sc}$, are depicted as well. The simulations agree with experimental findings and other numerical approaches showing a more or less range independent level when expressing sound pressure levels relative to free field sound propagation under upwardly refracting conditions [18][19][20][21].

These figures illustrate three important points: (i) the sound pressure level relative to the free field predicted by the GFPE model scattering is unlikely to fall below −30 dB [1]; (ii) weak turbulence scattering can be neglected for lower frequencies of sound and short/medium range; (iii) strong turbulent conditions might lead to a level increase of up to 20 dB when compared to weakly scattering atmospheres.
Figure 2: The sound pressure level, relative to free field sound propagation, in an upward refraction atmosphere, predicted with eq. (13) for the 1/3 octave bands and receiver height of 2 m above the ground (grassland). Solid lines neglect turbulent scattering. Dashed lines are predictions corrected for strong turbulent scattering ($\gamma_T = 4.01 \times 10^{-5}$, $a_{\log} = -1.1813 \, ms^{-1}$ and $a_{\text{lin}} = -0.0025 s^{-1}$).

Figure 3: The sound pressure level, relative to free field sound propagation, in an upward refraction atmosphere, predicted with eq. (13) for 1/3 octave bands and receiver height of 2 m above the ground (grassland). Solid lines neglect turbulent scattering. Dashed lines are predictions corrected for weak turbulent scattering ($\gamma_T = 8.51 \times 10^{-7}$, $a_{\log} = -1.3323 \, ms^{-1}$ and $a_{\text{lin}} = -0.0005 s^{-1}$).

3. Results

To generate the probability density functions (PDFs from hereon) required, we need repeated simulations using the GFPE model. Each simulation is run over a given set of parameters (see Fig. 1), with each resulting value (see eq. (13))
being recorded. These values are then plotted against their respective probabilities i.e. the probability of achieving a given value across all the possible combinations of parameters.

For the parameters in question for this study, the impedance ground remains flat, with acoustical hardness representing a softer grassland \((a_g = 100 \text{ kPas}^2\text{m}^{-2})\) or harder rocky terrain \((a_g = 2000 \text{ kPas}^2\text{m}^{-2})\) matching their experimental results [1]. The ground impedance is calculated via the effective flow resistivity \((a_g)\) using an experimentally proven model proposed by Horoshenkov et al [22]. This model has been reliably applied in previous related statistical studies [5].

The range \((r)\) is from 100 to 1000 m. The (point) source height \((h_s)\) is at 2m while the receiver height \((h_r)\) is allowed to take values up to 15 m high. Calculations were performed for 1/3 octave bands, which will be indicated by their centre frequencies, ranging from 100 Hz to 2500 Hz. Fifteen individual frequencies were considered to constitute each 1/3 octave band response. For brevity we present only data for \(h_r = 1.55\) m in this paper. A full set of the results for this and other receiver heights can be found as supplementary material available online [23].

### 3.1. No meteorological effects

As previously shown by Parry and Horoshenkov [5], the interference patterns of outdoor sound propagation can be characterised using their statistical representation rather than the traditional sound pressure level spectrum. Figure 4 shows the probability density function (PDF) for the sound pressure level (eq. (13)) predicted for the case without any atmospheric effects (so for a homogeneous, non-moving and non-turbulent atmosphere). The PDFs shown in Fig. 4 combine the statistics predicted for all the adopted ranges \((100 – 1000\) m). The results are separated for relatively soft and hard impedance grounds.

![Figure 4](image-url)

**Figure 4:** The frequency dependence of the probability density function for the sound pressure levels relative to free field propagation excluding meteorological effects. Two types of grounds are
considered (solid lines – rigid ground, dotted lines – soft ground) for a receiver height of 1.55 m, and range from 100 to 1000 m. The colour corresponds to the 1/3-octave band centre frequencies. The results suggest that in the absence of any atmospheric effects the frequency is the dominant parameter that controls the PDFs. For this relatively low receiver height (1.55 m) and when going from a more rigid to a softer ground, the shape of the PDF does not change significantly, except for the bands where conditions for destructive interference are met (more precisely in the range 200-315 Hz in the current geometry). At even lower frequencies, distributions are not at all influenced by ground type. At higher frequencies, some very small shifts towards higher levels in the distributions are predicted, while their shapes are fully preserved, when going from rigid to soft grounds. Generally, the presence of the harder ground and higher receivers (not shown) result in a narrower sound pressure level range covered by the PDFs.

3.2. With meteorological effects

Fig. 1 separates the sound speed profiles into the four quadrants which correspond to four combinations of positive or negative values of the two coefficients in eq. (2). The sign of the coefficient \( a_{log} \) determines whether the sound propagation is downward refracting (\( a_{log} > 0 \), sound speed increases with height) or upward refracting (\( a_{log} < 0 \), sound speed decreases with height). The parameter \( a_{lin} \) is much less influential as it controls the finer features in the sound speed profile as a function of height (see Section 3.2.3).

3.2.1 Full downward refraction (\( a_{log} > 0, a_{lin} > 0 \))

Fig. 5 presents the PDFs for \( a_{log} > 0 \) and \( a_{lin} > 0 \) for the cases of the hard and soft ground. This type of atmosphere supports relatively long-range sound propagation which is affected more strongly by the ground conditions and less by the turbulent scattering (see e.g. Ref. [1][6][14]).

In case of downward refraction, complex interference patterns dominate at low frequencies (see Fig. 5). Localized zones with constructive and destructive interference lead to multi-peaked distributions when drawing along a line at constant height. In the case of rigid ground and frequencies below 500 Hz, these distributions are broad. In the case of very low frequencies, e.g. below 250 Hz, these distributions peak near +10 dB. This is due to constructive interference of multiple sound paths arriving at a single spot, enabling the predicted sound pressure level relative to free field to exceed 6 dB as would be expected in the case of a non-refracting atmosphere. At the higher frequencies, more peaked distributions with a maximum near 0 dB are predicted. At the frequencies above 1000 Hz and in the presence of rigid ground a remarkably sharp peak in the distribution is observed near -1 dB. The position of this peak and its width does not change significantly as the frequency increases further.

In the presence of soft ground pronounced zones with destructive interference at very low frequencies (below 250 Hz) are observed. This is consistent with that expected in the case of a non-refracting atmosphere but to a lesser extent. The maximum in the probability density function shifts down to approximately -15
dB. At the higher frequencies, a peak in the distribution near 0 dB is still observed but becomes wider for this type of ground.

The effect of turbulent scattering is relatively small in the case of downward refraction, consistent with findings reported in Ref. [6]. The probability of $SPL_{refF}$ being below -20 dB becomes negligible. Somewhat larger differences between scattering/no scattering are observed at the lower end of the low frequency distributions and in the presence of soft ground.

**Figure 5:** The frequency dependence of the probability density function for the sound pressure levels, relative to free field propagation, for atmospheric conditions characterised with positive values (downward refraction) of $a_{log}$ and $a_{lin}$. In (a) and (b), rigid ground is considered; in (c) and (d) soft ground. In (a) and (c), turbulent scattering is neglected, while included in (b) and (d). Distributions are drawn for a fixed receiver height of 1.55 m, and range from 100 to 1000 m.

### 3.2.2. Full upward refraction ($a_{log} < 0, a_{lin} < 0$)

Sound propagation in the atmosphere with a negative $a_{log}$ is markedly different to the case with $a_{log} > 0$ in terms of the predicted PDFs as illustrated in Fig. 6. This atmosphere supports upward sound refraction, shorter range sound propagation and it is affected strongly by the turbulent scattering and less by the ground conditions (see e.g. Ref. [1][6][14]).

In case of upward refraction and when neglecting turbulent scattering, a shadow zone can develop which effects become especially pronounced at low receiver heights (see e.g. Ref. [1][6][14]) as considered in this analysis. For very low frequencies and hard ground (see Fig. 6 (a)) a gradual transition between the insonified zone and the shadow zone is observed, extending over several hundred meters, leading to rather wide distributions. With increasing frequency, sound waves are more easily refracted, and the transition zone between insonified and shadow zone moves closer to the source. Relatively low values of
the sound pressure level reflecting the presence of the close shadow zone are dominant in the PDFs drawn over all ranges as is done here.

At low frequencies and in the presence of rigid ground there is a maximum in the PDF around 0 dB (see Fig. 6 (a)) that is similar to the case of a non-refracting atmosphere. However, in the case of upward refraction (and still neglecting turbulent scattering) a tail is added to the distribution extending towards large negative values. This is a contribution from the acoustic shadow zone. In the presence of soft ground (see Fig. 6 (c)) the extensive low frequency destructive interference zone as observed in the case of a non-refracting atmosphere still plays an important role, shifting the PDFs to the lower levels.

When comparing simulation results with and without turbulent scattering, main differences are observed in the acoustic shadow zone. These extremely low sound pressure levels predicted with turbulent scattering being neglected fully disappear (see Fig. 6 (b) and (d)). The positive values of the sound pressure level relative to free field propagation, in contrast, are less affected by adding turbulent scattering to the simulations.

At sound frequencies above 500 Hz the probability density functions predicted with the turbulence scattering correction appear to be close to the Gaussian distribution with a maximum near -15/-20 dB (see Fig. 6 (b) and (d)). The shape of this distribution seems relatively independent of the ground type and frequency. The latter is particularly clear in the case of propagation above hard ground. Sound propagation in the presence of upward refraction is dominated by the turbulent scattering process, leading to values falling by and large between -30 dB (weak scattering episodes) and -10 dB (strong scattering episodes).

**Figure 6:** The frequency dependence of the probability density function for the sound pressure levels, relative to free field propagation, for atmospheric conditions characterised with negative values (upward refraction) of $a_{\text{log}}$ and $a_{\text{lin}}$. In (a) and (b), rigid ground is considered; in (c) and (d) soft ground. In (a) and (c), turbulent scattering is neglected, while included in (b) and (d). Distributions are drawn for a fixed receiver height of 1.55 m, and range from 100 to 1000 m.
3.2.3. Mixed sound speed profiles \((a_{log} > 0, a_{lin} < 0\) or \(a_{log} < 0, a_{lin} > 0\))

Sound propagation in atmospheres with mixed sound speed profiles give rather similar distributions as compared with the cases having consistently upward or downward refracting conditions (see Fig. 7). This means that that the sign of \(a_{log}\) is the dominant factor governing the shape of the probability density functions.

A closer look at the graphs shows somewhat larger differences for low frequency 1/3 octave bands above rigid ground when \(a_{log}\) is negative (see Fig. 7 (b) as compared to Fig. 6 (b)). There, the bimodal behaviour as observed when \(a_{lin}\) is negative is somewhat less pronounced.

![Figure 7](image_url)

**Figure 7:** The frequency dependence of the probability density function for the sound pressure levels, relative to free field propagation, for atmospheric conditions characterised with opposite values of \(a_{log}\) and \(a_{lin}\). In (a) and (b), rigid ground is considered; in (c) and (d) soft ground. In (a) and (c), \(a_{log} > 0, a_{lin} < 0\), while in (b) and (d) \(a_{log} < 0, a_{lin} > 0\). Turbulent scattering is included in all figures shown here. Distributions are drawn for a fixed receiver height of 1.55 m, and range from 100 to 1000 m.

3.3 Differences in statistics

It is of practical interest to quantify differences between the PDFs predicted for sound propagation either accounting for or neglecting meteorological influences. The question here is: **Starting from the non-refracting and non-turbulent atmosphere, when do we begin to observe significant changes in the probability density function upon adding results of simulations which include meteorological conditions defined by the coefficients \(a_{log}\) and \(a_{lin}\) (see Fig. 1) and the turbulence**
scattering term (see eq. (11))? For this purpose, the degree of overlap of the surface below the PDFs accounting for or neglecting meteorological influence is calculated. As a criterion, we set the overlap threshold of 50%. If this threshold is exceeded, then the two PDFs are not very different, or the influence of the meteorological conditions we considered on sound propagation are not large. For these cases a simple and computationally efficient analytical model, e.g. van Der Pol [1][5], can be sufficient to estimate the statistical properties of the sound pressure level fluctuations caused by any uncertainties. Otherwise, a more complicated numerical model, e.g. GFPE [6], must be used. Note that calculation times with the GFPE model are easily a few orders of magnitude larger than when using an analytical approach neglecting meteorology.

3.3.1. Effect of refraction type

The above approach is applied separately for two quadrants for \( a_{\text{log}} \) and \( a_{\text{lin}} \) data as presented in Fig. 1. While adding to the statistics the results predicted for a new set of \( a_{\text{log}} \) and \( a_{\text{lin}} \) values we always start with the lowest absolute values of \( a_{\text{log}} \). Fig. 8 illustrates the results of this analysis for sound propagation under full downward refraction, i.e. when \( a_{\text{log}} > 0 \) and \( a_{\text{lin}} > 0 \), and in the presence of hard ground, including turbulent scattering. The extend of the quadrant covered by the coloured circles provides an estimate how much variability in the meteorological conditions need to be added to the model before the ’meteo’ probability density function deviates too much (i.e. over 50 %) from that predicted for the no-meteo case. The full range from 100 m to 1000 m is included in this analysis.

These results show that for some 1/3 octave bands, e.g. 315 and 400 Hz, the difference threshold of 50% between the two cases is never reached, because it would require the addition of even more extreme \( a_{\text{log}} \) conditions outside the range of those appearing in the yearly meteo tower dataset as used in this work (see Section 2). On the other hand, for all other bands a considerable difference occurs almost immediately upon adding the prediction made even for relatively small values of \( a_{\text{log}} \) (e.g. 100 Hz graph in Fig. 8).
Figure 8: The effect of downward refraction (positive values of $a_{\text{log}}$ and $a_{\text{lin}}$), including turbulent scattering, on the change in the probability density function of the sound pressure level relative to free field estimated in the presence of rigid ground, for the 1/3 octave bands with centre frequencies from 100 Hz to 2500 Hz. The coloured symbols indicate the range of $a_{\text{log}}$ values that can be included without leading to a less than 50% overlap in distribution relative to neglecting meteo. The colourmap is as in Fig. 4. The full receiver range from 100 m to 1000 m is included in this analysis, for a receiver height of 1.55 m.

Figure 9 is the counterpart of Fig. 8, but for sound propagation in the presence of soft ground. For almost any 1/3 octave band, a less than 50% overlap in sound pressure level distribution (relative to neglecting meteorological influences) is rapidly reached upon adding the predictions made even for relatively small values of $a_{\text{log}}$. Only for the lowest frequency band of 100 Hz, less than 50% overlap is not reached.

Figure 9: The effect of downward refraction (positive values of $a_{\text{log}}$ and $a_{\text{lin}}$), including turbulent scattering, on the change in the probability density function of the sound pressure level relative to free field estimated in the presence of soft ground, for the 1/3 octave bands with centre frequencies from 100 Hz to 2500 Hz. The coloured symbols indicate the range of $a_{\text{log}}$ values that can be included without leading to a less than 50% overlap in distribution relative to neglecting meteo. The colourmap is as in Fig. 4. The full receiver range from 100 m to 1000 m is included in this analysis, for a receiver height of 1.55 m.
frequencies from 100 Hz to 2500 Hz. The coloured symbols indicate the range of $a_{log}$ values that can be included without leading to a less than 50% overlap in distribution relative to neglecting meteo. The colourmap is as in Fig. 4. The full receiver range from 100 m to 1000 m is included in this analysis, for a receiver height of 1.55 m.

In the case of upward refraction and hard ground, there are more similarities between the probability density functions predicted for the meteo and no-meteo cases. This is illustrated in Fig. 10 which shows that a greater than 50% difference is never reached for sound propagation at the 1/3 octave bands with centre frequencies between 400 and 1600 Hz. For the frequencies of sound below and above this frequency range the PDFs diverge significantly with the increased value of $a_{log}$ relative to neglecting meteo.

**Figure 10:** The effect of upward refraction (negative values of $a_{log}$ and $a_{lin}$), including turbulent scattering, on the change in the probability density function of the sound pressure level relative to free field estimated in the presence of rigid ground, for the 1/3 octave bands with centre frequencies from 100 Hz to 2500 Hz. The coloured symbols indicate the range of $a_{log}$ values that can be included without leading to a less than 50% overlap in distribution relative to neglecting meteo. The colourmap is as in Fig. 4. The full receiver range from 100 m to 1000 m is included in this analysis, for a receiver height of 1.55 m.

These similarities between meteo/no-meteo are also pronounced in the case of sound propagation in upward refracting atmospheres in the presence of soft ground. This is illustrated in Fig. 11. For this case, the 50% difference threshold is never exceeded between the PDFs predicted at the frequencies below 125 Hz and in the range 400 - 1250 Hz.
Figure 11: The effect of upward refraction (negative values of $a_{\text{log}}$ and $a_{\text{lin}}$), including turbulent scattering, on the change in the probability density function of the sound pressure level relative to free field estimated in the presence of soft ground, for the 1/3 octave bands with centre frequencies from 100 Hz to 2500 Hz. The coloured symbols indicate the range of $a_{\text{log}}$ values that can be included without leading to a less than 50% overlap in distribution relative to neglecting meteo. The colormap is as in Fig. 4. The full receiver range from 100 m to 1000 m is included in this analysis, for a receiver height of 1.55 m.

3.3.2. Effect of range

Finally, it is of interest to study the effect of the range on the similarities between the probability density function of the sound pressure level relative to free field predicted with and without atmospheric effects. One can ask the following question: *Is there a certain range within which the presence of a non-uniform sound speed profile has little effect on the sound pressure level statistics?*

In this work the range-dependent similarity between the ‘no meteo case’ and ‘meteo case’ is estimated from the analysis of the corresponding PDFs which provided us with a fraction of overlap (similar as in Section 3.3.1, which will be called “correlation coefficient” from here on). Two fully overlapping probability density functions would give a value for the correlation coefficient of 1, whereas 0 means no overlap at all. This analysis is made using a sliding 100 m window which is moved progressively along the 100 to 1000 m range to estimate the range-dependent similarity between the ‘no meteo case’ and ‘meteo case’ PDFs for 9 range intervals with the middle points between 150 and 950 m, in steps of 100 m. The ‘meteo case’ PDF include all the predicted levels in a
given range interval for all possible combinations of $a_{log}$ and $a_{lin}$ for a given quadrant in Fig. 1, including turbulent scattering.

The results of this analysis are presented in Fig. 12 for sound propagation in the presence of the hard and soft ground, in combination with either fully upwardly or fully downwardly refracting atmospheres.

Figure 12: The correlation coefficient between the PDF predicted for sound propagation in a refracting turbulent atmosphere and neglecting meteorological influences. In (a) and (b), rigid ground is modelled, in (c) and (d) the softer ground. In (a) and (c), fully downwardly refracting conditions are selected ($a_{log}>0$, $a_{lin}>0$), in (b) and (d) fully upwardly refracting atmospheres ($a_{log}<0$, $a_{lin}<0$). A correlation coefficient of 1 means fully overlapping distribution between the meteo and no meteo case, a value of 0 no overlap at all. The receiver height is 1.55 m.

The presented graphs in Fig. 12 suggest that in the case of sound propagation in the atmosphere with downward refraction, the ground has a strong effect on the range-dependent meteo/no-meteo similarity. This is an expected result, as multiple reflection points on the ground could be identified in such atmospheres, especially during stronger refraction (see e.g. Ref. [6][11]). In the case of the rigid ground (see Fig. 12 (a)) and at the higher end of the frequency spectrum the similarity between the ‘no meteo’ and ‘meteo’ case reduces considerably beyond 200-300 m range. At low and mid frequencies, there is hardly any similarity, even at very short range.

In the case of sound propagation over soft ground and at frequencies up to 160 Hz there is a strong similarity between the ‘no meteo’ and ‘meteo’ case which extends up to 500 m (see Fig. 12 (c)). This suggests that sound propagation under downward refraction from sources operating at these frequencies can be predicted with a relatively simple model which does not need to include complex atmospheric effects up to this range. At higher sound frequencies, the similarity drops much faster. At the mid
frequencies, similar to the rigid ground case, there is hardly any similarity even for the shortest range classes considered.

Similar conclusion can be made when the atmosphere is upward refracting (see Figs. 12 (b) and (d)). For rigid grounds, similarities between meteo/no-meteo are overall somewhat lower than for soft grounds, especially in the lower frequency range. The highest similarities are seen for soft ground and low frequencies at short range.

Mainly in the higher frequency range, the correlation coefficient does not necessarily decrease with range; however, correlation coefficients between meteo/no-meteo above 500 m stay low (< 0.2).

4. Conclusions

This work, via numerical simulations, has studied the uncertainties in sound propagation over a flat impedance ground caused by the atmospheric effects and ground type. A main novelty of this work is that it has predicted and analysed the probability density functions (PDF) for 1/3 octave bands, including the difference between sound pressure level in the absence (‘no-meteo’ case) and presence of atmospheric refraction and turbulence scattering (‘meteo’ case).

It has been found that downward refraction tends to lead to multi-peaked PDFs. The position and width of these peaks depend on the frequency of sound and ground type. At lower frequencies, e.g. below 250 Hz, these distributions peak near +10 dB, which is due to the constructive interference, i.e. when multiple sound paths arrive at a single spot. At the higher frequencies, a distinct peak in the distribution near 0 dB is observed but becomes wider in the case of a softer ground. The effect of turbulent scattering has been found relatively small in this case.

The statistics for the sound pressure levels in the case of upward refraction has been found markedly different. Sound propagation in this atmosphere is affected strongly by turbulent scattering and less by the ground conditions, as is well known from existing literature [1][6][14]. At sound frequencies above 500 Hz the probability density functions predicted is close to the Gaussian distribution with a maximum being near -20 dB when expressing sound pressure levels relative to free field propagation.

Another novelty of this work is the study of the threshold in the atmospheric conditions beyond which the probability density function becomes markedly different from that predicted for non-refracting non-turbulent atmospheres. It has been found that for some atmospheric conditions and impedance grounds the statistics in sound propagation in the presence and absence of atmospheric effect are similar for some
frequency ranges when drawing distributions over the full propagation range considered (up to 1 km). On the other hand, for other frequency bands and ground types, a considerable difference occurs even for moderate refraction. In particular, in the case of upward refraction there are close similarities between the PDFs predicted for the ‘meteo’ and ‘no-meteo’ cases in the presence of hard ground. For these conditions a relatively large difference between the two cases is never reached for sound propagation in a relatively broad frequency range of 400 - 1600 Hz up to a propagation distance of 1 km. These similarities have also been found as pronounced in the case of sound propagation in upward refracting atmospheres in the presence of soft ground.

Finally, this work is novel because it has studied the range-dependent similarities between ‘no meteo’ and ‘meteo’ cases. It was found that for sound propagation in a downward refracting atmosphere, the ground and propagation range have a very strong effect on the PDF. Predicted high similarities, observed at a few 1/3 octave bands at short range, drop rapidly once a propagation distance of 300-500 m is reached. For most frequencies, such similarities are very limited at any range. This suggests that sound propagation under these conditions cannot be predicted with a model which does not include complex atmospheric effects. In case of upward refraction, similarities with the ‘no-meteo’ case are overall slightly higher, but rather similar conclusions can be drawn.

The main significance of this work is that it provides a foundation for the right choice of a model which can be used to predict sound propagation in a computationally efficient and accurate way for a given set of meteorological conditions. This is particularly important for applications related to sound localisation and characterisation which require the knowledge of statistics associated with propagation uncertainties.

Some limitations of the current work need to be reported. Example statistics are drawn here based on a highly detailed meteorological dataset for a single location only. The statistics drawn here are not necessarily representative for all possible locations and atmospheric conditions. Although the shapes of the distributions might change at other locations, the extent to which meteorological influences can be neglected, as discussed in Section 3, are expected to have a much wider applicability than just for one site.

The turbulence scattering approach used here is approximate but it avoids blowing up computational cost when explicitly modelling a representative set of turbulent realisations for each meteorological condition. Although the range and qualitative behaviour of predicted sound pressure levels in strong upward refracting conditions fits experimental findings, an
accurate description of turbulence scattering of sound waves under any atmospheric condition is not guaranteed.
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